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Abstract Docking algorithms for computer-aided drug
discovery and design often ignore or restrain the flexibility
of the receptor, which may lead to a loss of accuracy of the
relative free enthalpies of binding. In order to evaluate the
contribution of receptor flexibility to relative binding free
enthalpies, two host–guest systems have been examined:
inclusion complexes of a-cyclodextrin (aCD) with
1-chlorobenzene (ClBn), 1-bromobenzene (BrBn) and tol-
uene (MeBn), and complexes of DNA with the minor-
groove binding ligands netropsin (Net) and distamycin
(Dist). Molecular dynamics simulations and free energy
calculations reveal that restraining of the flexibility of the
receptor can have a significant influence on the estimated
relative ligand–receptor binding affinities as well as on the
predicted structures of the biomolecular complexes. The
influence is particularly pronounced in the case of flexible
receptors such as DNA, where a 50% contribution of DNA
flexibility towards the relative ligand–DNA binding affin-
ities is observed. The differences in the free enthalpy of
binding do not arise only from the changes in ligand–DNA
interactions but also from changes in ligand–solvent
interactions as well as from the loss of DNA configura-
tional entropy upon restraining.
Keywords a-Cyclodextrin  Conformational flexibility 
Drug design  DNA–ligand binding  Molecular dynamics
Introduction
Many biomolecular processes are based on ligand–receptor
interactions. When a ligand binds to a receptor, the optimal
ligand–solvent and receptor–solvent interactions are
replaced by optimal intermolecular interactions between
ligand and receptor and solvent. In this process the flexi-
bility of the receptor plays an important role because
configurational changes in the receptor may give rise to
enthalpic and entropic contributions to the free enthalpy or
Gibbs energy [1, 2] of binding. The size of these contri-
butions depends on the flexibility of the host and is gen-
erally difficult to evaluate [3].
When examining biomolecular complex formation the
enthalpic and entropic contributions from the receptor,
ligand and solvent can in principle be evaluated by
employing molecular dynamics (MD) simulations [4–11].
However, because of the computational cost MD simula-
tions are not yet used for screening of large libraries of
ligands in drug discovery. Instead, the structures of biomo-
lecular complexes as well as estimates of the corresponding
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binding affinities are often predicted by use of fast docking
and scoring algorithms [12, 13] which generally treat the
receptor as a rigid body. In recent years, however, several
new docking algorithms were developed which incorporate
the flexibility of the receptor in the docking scheme [14–19].
Despite these significant improvements, in many docking
studies the flexibility of the larger receptor molecule remains
ignored or severely restrained. If the host molecule is rigid or
if the conformational changes in the host do not influence the
host–guest interactions the predictions obtained by these
docking algorithms can be very good. Unfortunately, for
intrinsically flexible biomolecules this is often not the case
[20–22]. Since docking algorithms do not generally allow
significant conformational changes in the receptor, the
receptor–ligand interactions can not be optimized, which
can lead to wrong model structures of biomolecular com-
plexes and wrong predictions of the receptor–ligand binding
affinities.
With the aim of evaluating the loss of accuracy of the
relative free enthalpies of binding due to restraining the
molecular motion of the receptor, two host–guest systems
have been examined (Fig. 1): inclusion complexes of
a-cyclodextrin (aCD) with 1-chlorobenzene (ClBn),
1-bromobenzene (BrBn) and toluene (MeBn), and com-
plexes of DNA with the minor-groove binding ligands
netropsin (Net) and distamycin (Dist). While cyclodextrins
are rather rigid host molecules, which do not undergo
pronounced conformational changes upon ligand binding,
the DNA double helix is a flexible target and restraining its
molecular motion is expected to have significant entropic
and enthalpic contributions to the binding free enthalpy. To
address this issue we have calculated relative free enthal-
pies of binding of different ligands to the flexible and to the
positionally restrained hosts aCD and DNA using MD
simulations and the thermodynamic integration (TI)
method [23].
Methods
Molecular dynamics simulations
The MD simulations reported in this paper were performed
in explicit solvent employing the GROMOS biomolecular
simulation package [24, 25] and the thermodynamically
calibrated GROMOS force fields 45A4 and 53A6 [26, 27].
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Fig. 1 a Netropsin-DNA
complex along with the
chemical structures of netropsin
and distamycin. b aCD in
complex with a monosubstituted
benzene derivative and the
chemical structures of the aCD
ligands used in this work.
Molecular graphics was made
with VMD [37]
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The simulation set-up and protocol for the aCD inclu-
sion complexes and ligands was reported in Ref. [28]. In all
MD simulations the substituent on the benzene ring resided
in the aCD cavity. As shown in our previous work [28] this
orientation is prefered and the relative free energies of
binding of MeBn, ClBn and BrBn to aCD are in good
agreement with the experimental data [29, 30] (see
Table 1). In the TI calculations of positionally restrained
aCD the host was restrained to a configuration it adopted in
the complex with BrBn for the perturbation of BrBn to
ClBn and BrBn to MeBn and it was restrained to a con-
figuration it adopted in the complex with ClBn for the
perturbation of ClBn to MeBn. Harmonic atom-positional
restraining was applied to the non-hydrogen atoms of aCD
using a force constant of 2.5 9 104 kJ/mol-1 nm-2.
The simulation set-up and protocol for the Net-DNA and
Dist-DNA complexes and ligands was reported in Ref.
[31]. The initial coordinates used in the free energy
calculations reported in this work are exactly the same as
the initial coordinates used in the free energy calculations
in Ref. [31]. In the TI calculations of positionally restrained
DNA the host was restrained to the configuration it adopted
in the complex with netropsin. Harmonic atom-positional
restraining was applied to the non-hydrogen atoms of DMA
using a force constant of 2.5 9 104 kJ/mol-1 nm-2 leading
to a free energy of restraining of *1.7 kJ/mol per position
restraint. The free energy of restraining was estimated
using the Zwanzig perturbation formula [32] where the
conformational ensemble sampled in MD simulations of
positionally restrained DNA was considered as a reference
state.
Free energy calculations
Free enthalpy differences DGBA for the transition from
state A to B were calculated using the thermodynamic
Table 1 Free enthalpy differences (in kJ/mol) examined in this work
Dist, Net-DNA
T DGDNADist;Net flex; TIð Þ DGDNADist;Netðrestr; TIÞ DGDNADist;Net restr, flex; TIð Þ DGsolventDist;Net TIð Þ DGbindingDist;Net flex; TIð Þ DGbindingDist;Net expð Þ
280 59.1 (4.1) 77.2 (4.1) 18.1 (4.1)
300 58.2 (4.2) 68.9 (3.4) 10.7 (3.8) 36.9 (1.8) 21.3 (3.2) 11.3
320 50.2 (4.0) 65.6 (3.2) 15.4 (3.6)
ClBn, BrBn-aCD
T DGaCDClBn;BrBn flex; TIð Þ DGaCDClBn;BrBn restr; TIð Þ DGaCDClBn;BrBn restr, flex; TIð Þ DGsolventClBn;BrBn TIð Þ DGbindingClBn;BrBn flex; TIð Þ DGbindingClBn;BrBn expð Þ
250 11.6 (0.1) 10.5 (0.1) -1.1 (0.1) 9.0 (0.1) 2.6 (0.1)
300 11.5 (0.1) 11.3 (0.1) -0.2 (0.1) 8.8 (0.1) 2.7 (0.1) 3.9
350 11.2 (0.1) 8.8 (0.1) 2.4 (0.1)
MeBn, BrBn-aCD
T DGaCDMeBn;BrBn flex; TIð Þ DGaCDMeBn;BrBn restr; TIð Þ DGaCDMeBn;BrBn restr; flex; TIð Þ DGsolventMeBn;BrBn TIð Þ DGbindingMeBn;BrBn flex; TIð Þ DGbindingMeBn;BrBn expð Þ
250 18.3 (0.4) 18.3 (0.4) 0.0 (0.4) 11.8 (0.4) 6.5 (0.4)
300 18.6 (0.6) 17.8 (0.5) -0.8 (0.6) 12.7 (0.4) 5.9 (0.5) 6.7
350 19.1 (0.9) 13.5 (0.4) 5.6 (0.7)
MeBn, ClBn-aCD
T DGaCDMeBn;ClBn flex; TIð Þ DGaCDMeBn;ClBn restr; TIð Þ DGaCDMeBn;ClBn restr, flex; TIð Þ DGsolventMeBn;ClBn TIð Þ DGbindingMeBn;ClBn flex; TIð Þ DGbindingMeBn;ClBn expð Þ
250 5.6 (0.2) 6.0 (0.1) 0.4 (0.2) 2.0 (0.1) 3.6 (0.2)
300 5.9 (0.2) 5.5 (0.1) -0.5 (0.2) 2.9 (0.1) 3.0 (0.2) 2.8
350 6.6 (0.3) 3.7 (0.1) 2.9 (0.2)
DGreceptorB;A ðflex; TIÞ and DGreceptorB;A ðrestr;TIÞ with DGB,A = GB - GA are the free energy differences of molecules B and A in the complex
with a flexible (flex) or restrained (restr) receptor calculated using the thermodynamic integration (TI) method. DGreceptorB;A
ðrestr; flex; TIÞ ¼ DGreceptorB;A ðrestr; TIÞ  DGreceptorB;A ðflex; TIÞ. DGsolventB;A ðTIÞ are the corresponding free enthalpy differences in solution.
DGbindingB;A ðflex; TIÞ and DGbindingB;A ðexpÞ are the respective calculated and experimental relative free enthalpies of binding. A = Net, BrBn or ClBn,
B = Dist, ClBn, MeBn and receptor = DNA or aCD, respectively. The corresponding thermodynamic cycle and the notation are explained in
the Supporting Information
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integration (TI) method [23], in which the system is
changed stepwise, using the coupling parameter k, from
state A (k = 0) to B (k = 1). The free energy difference
DGBA is calculated as
DGBA ¼ GB  GA ¼
Z1
0
oH kð Þ
ok
 
k
dk ð1Þ
where hik denotes an ensemble average at a given k value
and H(k) is the k-dependent Hamiltonian of the system
[25]. In the current work the integral was evaluated by
performing 21 simulations with k values equidistantly
spaced between 0 and 1. In the case of the cyclodextrin
complexes 1 ns simulations were performed at each k
value. In the case of the DNA-ligand complexes 0.5 ns
simulations were performed at each intermediate k value,
and 10 ns simulations were performed at the end points
(k = 0 or 1). The latter simulations were subsequently used
for energy and hydrogen-bond analyses and for configu-
rational entropy calculations. The first 100 ps of simulation
were always considered as equilibration and were not used
in the calculation of the ensemble averages oH kð Þ=okh ik.
To prevent instabilities in the simulations the soft-core
approach was employed with a softness parameter
aLJij = 0.5 for the Lennard–Jones interactions and
aCij = 0.5 nm
2 for the electrostatic interactions [25]. The
statistical error at each k value was estimated using the
block averaging technique.
According to the thermodynamic cycle shown in Fig. 2
the difference in the free enthalpy of binding of two dif-
ferent ligands A and B to a common receptor can be cal-
culated as
DGbindingB;A ¼ DGbindingB  DGbindingA ¼ DGcomplexB;A  DGsolventB;A
ð2Þ
where DGbindingA and DG
binding
B are the free enthalpies of binding
of ligand A and B, DGsolventB;A is the free enthalpy of converting
ligand A into B in solution and DGcomplexB;A is the free enthalpy of
converting ligand A into B when bound to the receptor. Since
restraining of the receptor only affects DGcomplexB;A the change in
the relative free enthalpy of binding due to the restraining of the
receptor DGbindingB;A ðrestr; flexÞ can be calculated directly from
the difference in the free energy of converting ligand A into B in
a positionally restrained and in a flexible receptor:
DGbindingB;A ðrestr; flexÞ
¼ DGbindingB;A ðrestrÞ  DGbindingB;A ðflexÞ
¼ DGcomplexB;A ðrestrÞ  DGsolventB;A  DGcomplexB;A ðflexÞ
þ DGsolventB;A ¼ DGcomplexB;A ðrestrÞ  DGcomplexB;A ðflexÞ
¼ DGcomplexB;A ðrestr; flexÞ
ð3Þ
In this work the difference in the relative free enthalpies
of binding of BrBn and ClBn, BrBn and MeBn, as well as
ClBn and MeBn to positionally restrained and flexible aCD
has been evaluated at 250 and 300 K and the difference in
the relative free enthalpies of binding of netropsin and
distamycin to positionally restrained and flexible DNA has
been evaluated at 280, 300, and 320 K. The details
regarding the perturbations together with the force-field
parameters used are given in Ref. [28] for the case of aCD
binding and in Ref. [31] for the case of DNA–ligand
binding. A detailed specification of the k-dependence of the
Hamiltonian is given in Ref. [25]. The free energy profiles
for the six TI simulations of DNA-ligand complexes are
shown in Figure S1 of the Supplementary Material.
Configurational entropy calculations
Configurational entropy calculations were performed fol-
lowing the formulation by Schlitter [33] which provides an
approximate upper bound to the configurational entropy S,
S\SSchlitter ¼ 1
2
kB ln det 1 þ kBTe
2
h2
M r
 
; ð4Þ
where kB is Boltzmann’s constant, T the absolute
temperature, e Euler’s number, h Planck’s constant
divided by 2p, M the 3N-dimensional diagonal matrix
containing the N atomic masses of the solute atoms for
which the entropy is calculated, and r the covariance
matrix of atom-positional fluctuations with the elements
rij ¼ xi  xih ið Þ xj  xj
  	 
; ð5Þ
where xi are the Cartesian coordinates of the atoms con-
sidered in the entropy calculation after a least-squares fit of
the trajectory configurations using a particular subset of
atoms. Molecular configurations were superimposed via a
translational superposition of centres of mass and a rota-
tional least-squares fit thus excluding overall rotational
motion from the calculation of the configurational entropy.
Non-hydrogen atoms of the DNA, netropsin and distamy-
cin molecules were used to remove overall translational
and rotational degrees of freedom of the solute. The same
Fig. 2 Thermodynamic cycle used for the calculation of the relative
free enthalpies of binding of ligands A and B to a common receptor
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atoms were also used in the entropy calculations which
were performed on trajectory structures saved every 1 ps.
An estimate for the change in the configurational entropy
after restraining of the molecular motion of the receptor has
been evaluated for Net, for Dist, for DNA in complex with
Net, for DNA in complex with Dist as well as for the Net-
DNA and Dist-DNA complexes. The calculations were
based on 10 ns long simulations of the Net-DNA and Dist-
DNA complexes at 300 K. The running averages of the
calculated configurational entropies are presented in Figure
S2 of the Supplementary Material.
Results
The results of the free energy calculations show that
neglecting receptor flexibility has almost no influence on
the predicted relative thermodynamic stability of com-
plexes of aCD with ClBn, BrBn and MeBn (Table 1).
Relative free enthalpy differences for perturbing BrBn or
ClBn to MeBn and BrBn to ClBn in a flexible and in a
positionally restrained aCD calculated at three different
temperatures were less than 1.2 kJ/mol. This may be due to
the large and symmetric cavity of aCD which does not
require structural adaptation upon ligand binding. More-
over, the nature of binding between benzene derivatives
and aCD is dominated by van der Waals forces and a
favourable antiparallel host–guest dipole–dipole alignment
and is therefore rather insensitive to molecular motion
inside the complex [28]. In the case of ligand–DNA com-
plexes, on the other hand, positional restraining of the
DNA shows a pronounced influence on the relative binding
affinity of Net and Dist. The free energy calculations per-
formed at three different temperatures reveal that the rel-
ative free enthalpy of binding of Net and Dist to DNA is at
least 10.7 kJ/mol less favourable for the restrained than for
a flexible DNA (Table 1). This represents about 50% of the
estimated relative binding free enthalpy of 21.3 kJ/mol at
300 K. Similar observations on the impact of the rigid-
receptor approximation have also been made in the studies
of the binding free enthalpies of small aromatic ligands to a
binding site in the L99A mutant of T4 lysozyme where it
has been shown that keeping the protein rigid while esti-
mating free enthalpies of binding results in large errors and
zero correlation between computed free enthalpies and
experimental values [8].
The decreased binding affinity of Net and Dist to a
positionally restrained DNA may be due to enthalpic and/or
entropic effects. The former arise because in a ligand–DNA
complex where DNA is conformationally restrained,
ligand–DNA, ligand–solvent and DNA–solvent interactions
differ from those in a flexible ligand–DNA complex. The
differences in the DNA and ligand conformation in the case
of flexible and restrained Net-DNA and Dist-DNA com-
plexes are presented in Fig. 3. To investigate the confor-
mational overlap between the ensembles of structures
generated with the restrained and unrestrained MD simu-
lations we have performed combined clustering analysis
[34, 35] on the merged trajectories of restrained and unre-
strained simulations for Net-DNA and for Dist-DNA com-
plexes. This showed that there is a considerable overlap
between the two ensembles in each case. This is also true for
the potential energy distributions of the internal DNA
energy. Furthermore, restraining of DNA motion reduces
the number of conformational states that are available to
Net-DNA and Dist-DNA complexes leading to an unfa-
vourable entropic contribution to their free enthalpy of
binding. To explore the energetic and entropic effects of
introducing conformational restraints into DNA we per-
formed an energy and configurational entropy analysis of
four 10 ns long trajectories of Net-DNA and Dist-DNA
complexes at 300 K in which DNA was either flexible or
positionally restrained.
The results of the energy analysis are reported in
Table 2. Prominent differences in the interaction energies
of the two ligands with flexible and positionally restrained
DNA are found in the ligand–DNA, ligand–ion and ligand–
solvent interaction energies. Restraining of DNA surpris-
ingly favours ligand–DNA and ligand–ion interactions and
disfavours ligand–solvent interactions. This is particularly
Fig. 3 a Superposition of trajectory structures of Net-DNA (red) and
Dist-DNA (blue) complexes after 1 ns of MD simulations in which
DNA was positionally restrained. b Superposition of trajectory
structures of Net-DNA (red) and Dist-DNA (blue) complexes after
1 ns of MD simulations in which the motion of DNA was not
restrained. Molecular graphics was made with VMD [37]
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pronounced in the case of the more flexible netropsin
molecule.
With the aim to identify structural differences in the
ligand–DNA complexes that are correlated with the
observed differences in the ligand–DNA interaction ener-
gies we performed an analysis of ligand–DNA hydrogen
bonds in the restrained and flexible Net-DNA and Dist-
DNA complexes using the same set of trajectories as in the
energy analysis. The results presented in Fig. 4 show that
the increase of favourable interactions between Net and
positionally restrained DNA correlates with the increase of
the total occurrence of hydrogen bonds between Net and
restrained DNA. Net binds to the minor groove of the
flexible DNA featuring 15 hydrogen bonds. In the case of
restrained DNA 6 hydrogen bonds are lost and 5 new
hydrogen bonds appear. Moreover, two hydrogen bonds,
which were already present in the flexible Net-DNA com-
plex, become more prominent i.e. their occurrence in the
simulation increases from 28 and 11% in the unrestrained
simulations to 66 and 61% in the restrained simulations,
respectively. In the case of the Dist-DNA complexes, on the
other hand, the total occurrence of hydrogen bonds does not
correlate with the increase of favourable interactions
between Dist and positionally restrained DNA observed in
the energy analysis. There exist 13 hydrogen bonds in the
complex of Dist with a flexible DNA, only 7 of which are
also present in the complex of Dist with a positionally
restrained DNA. In addition, only two hydrogen bonds
which appear in the complex of Dist with a restrained DNA
were not present in the complex with a flexible DNA.
Altogether this leads to a drop in the total occurrence of
hydrogen bonds from 258% for the flexible DNA–ligand
complex to 238% for the restrained DNA–ligand complex
indicating that the favourable interactions of Dist with
restrained DNA observed in the energy analysis are due to
other types of polar or van der Waals interactions.
Table 2 Interaction energies of ligand with itself, with DNA, ions and the solvent as well as the sum of these interaction energies for Net and
Dist in complex with flexible (flex) or restrained (restr) DNA EDNANet ðflexÞ

, EDNANet ðrestrÞ, EDNADist ðflexÞ, and EDNADist ðrestrÞ
	
Interaction EDNANet ðflexÞ EDNANet ðrestrÞ DEDNANet ðrestr; flexÞ EDNADist ðflexÞ EDNADist ðrestrÞ DEDNADist ðrestr; flexÞ DEDNADist;Netðrestr; flexÞ
Ligand–ligand -11 (1) -11 (1) 0 (1) 27 (3) 34 (1) 7 (2) 7 (2)
Ligand–DNA -805 (7) -896 (0) -91 (5) -702 (6) -714 (0) -12 (4) 79 (5)
Ligand–ions 140 (7) 98 (4) -42 (6) 52 (6) 25 (4) -27 (5) 15 (6)
Ligand–water -204 (6) -77 (4) 127 (5) -204 (8) -183 (4) 21 (6) -106 (6)
Total -880 (21) -886 (9) -6 (16) -827 (23) -838 (9) -11 (17) -5 (17)
DEDNAligandðrestr, flexÞ ¼ EDNAligandðrestrÞ  EDNAligandðflexÞ is the energy gain from restraining. DEDNADist;Netðrestr, flexÞ ¼ DEDNADist ðrestr, flexÞ 
DEDNANet ðrestr, flexÞ represents the estimate of the energetic contribution to the relative free enthalpy DGDNADist;Netðrestr; flex; TIÞ reported in Table 1.
All energies are calculated from 10 ns long simulations of Net-DNA and Dist-DNA complexes at 300 K and are given in kJ/mol
Fig. 4 Time series of Net-DNA
and Dist-DNA hydrogen bonds
for flexible (black) or
positionally restrained (red)
DNA, their occurrence and
cumulative values. Only
hydrogen bonds with
occurrence greater than 5% are
presented. Hydrogen bonds are
defined to have a maximum
hydrogen-acceptor distance of
0.25 nm and a minimum donor-
hydrogen-acceptor angle of
135
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As evident from Table 2 the favourable and unfavour-
able enthalpic effects of positionally restraining DNA in
Net-DNA and Dist-DNA complexes compensate each
other. The overall enthalpic contribution to the relative free
energies of binding is therefore rather small and within the
statistical uncertainty of the simulations. This suggests that
not only enthalpic but also entropic contributions play an
important role in the observed differences in the relative
binding free energies of netropsin and distamycin to
restrained and flexible DNA. The entropy change in a
ligand–DNA complex that occurs due to restraining of
molecular motion in the DNA host involves changes in
entropy of DNA, ligand, and the surrounding solvent. In
principle the total entropy contribution to the calculated
relative free energies DGDNADist;Netðrest, flex; TI) at 300 K
could be estimated from DGDNADist;Netðflex; TI) and DGDNADist;Net
ðrestr; TI) at 280 and 320 K listed in Table 1 using the
finite difference temperature method [36]. Unfortu-
nately, the temperature dependent differences in DGDNADist;Net
ðflex; TI) and DGDNADist;Netðrestr; TI) are too small to calculate
reliable differences in the total entropy of the ligand–
DNA–solvent systems. To obtain an estimate of the
entropic contributions to DGDNADist;Netðrest, flex; TI) we have
calculated the configurational entropies of the DNA, of the
ligand and of the ligand–DNA complex for the restrained
and unrestrained Net-DNA and Dist-DNA complexes at
300 K using Schlitter’s formula [33]. The results of the
configurational entropy calculations are listed in Table 3
and show, as expected, large configurational entropy pen-
alties due to the restraining of DNA motion. The decrease
of the configurational entropy occurs not only for the DNA
but also for netropsin and distamycin which demonstrates
that the configurational changes in the ligand and DNA
influence each other due to the close contacts between the
ligands and the DNA minor groove. Restraining of DNA
reduces the correlation between the motions of ligand and
DNA (Table 3). The loss of configurational entropy is
larger in the Dist-DNA than in the Net-DNA complex
which is consistent with the lower ligand–DNA interaction
energy of netropsin compared to distamycin (Table 2). We
note, however, that the calculated configurational entropy
differences do not include entropy contributions from the
surrounding solvent and that due to the large size of the
system sampling of the configurational space of the solute
was limited. Therefore, the DE - TDS values that one
could deduce from the data in Tables 2 and 3 cannot be
straightforwardly compared to the DG values in Table 1.
The configurational entropy plots are presented in Figure
S2 of the Supplementary Material.
Conclusion
Results reported here illustrate that in computer-aided
studies of biomolecular complexation a receptor or host
can only be represented as a rigid body if no structural
rearrangement is necessary in order to accommodate dif-
ferent ligands. This is the case if the binding site is rather
big or rigid as for example in the case of aCD. In the case
of flexible hosts such as DNA where ligand and host are in
close contact with each other, neglecting the host flexibility
affects the relative free enthalpies of binding as well as the
structures of the complexes. The differences in the free
enthalpy of binding of ligands to flexible versus rigid hosts
do not necessarily arise only from non-optimal ligand–
receptor interactions, but ligand–solvent interactions and
the loss of configurational entropy upon restraining may
also contribute. The 50% contribution of DNA flexibility
towards relative ligand–DNA binding observed here
emphasizes the necessity to develop algorithms for sys-
tematic docking and screening studies in computer-aided
drug design that account for the enthalpic and entropic
contributions of host or receptor flexibility.
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